MY NANNY O. HAYDN AND SCOTTISH SONGS

Introduction
From the beginning of the 1790s to 1804 Haydn arranged 429 Scottish folksongs for
various Scottish music editors. During his two stays in London he became acquainted
with the culture and the folk music of the British Isles. He was very popular to the
London society and was asked for composing for diverse people and occasions. In
addition to his greater works he wrote instrumentations to hundreds of popular
Scottish and also some Welsh airs.
The Scottish music editor George Thomson (1757-1851) asked several famous and
less famous Viennese composers – Haydn and Beethoven were the best-known - to
arrange (mainly) Scottish folksongs, which he published in numerous editions. The
edition of Scottish folksong occupied George Thomson, who was a clerk at Board of
Trustees for the Encouragement of Art and Manufacture in Scotland, during his
whole long life. Multiple re-editions and special editions make an accurate overview
problematical.1
The common standard of the arrangement for Thomson is the instrumentation (with
some exceptions): the vocal part (exceptionally two voices) is (are) accompanied by
a keyboard trio, i. e. a typical Viennese genre brought to a first culminating point by
Haydn. The fact of integrating folklore of the British Isles with classical music of the
Viennese School is unique in the history of music and underlines the social affiliation
of the arrangements for the music appreciating “upper class” which aims to unify
chamber music with their own Scottish music idiom. Even the British Embassy in
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Vienna points out this interrelationship between Great Britain and Austria on its
webpage.2
Bringing together Scottish folk melodies with the art of the classical period is not only
a strange, but also an attractive symbiosis between two different musical cultures In
musical scholarship it combines ethnomusicology with historical musicology.
During his first stay in London from 1791 to 1792 Haydn arranged a first set of one
hundred songs for the bankrupt William Napier (ca1740-1773). His altruist aim was to
help this Scottish music seller out of his private misery. The edition was so successful
that Napier could plan a second set of fifty songs which was arranged by Haydn
during his second sojourn in London from 1794 to 1795. For this set Napier could
offer adequate wages to Haydn.3 Before arranging the first two sets for Napier,
Haydn already had some experience with songs for one voice, his 24 German songs
(1780/81) and his Twelve English Canzonettas. The latter were composed during
Haydn’s second sojourn in London. In addition to these compositions in three sets of
twelve songs each, Haydn wrote further 15 single songs.
Back in Vienna and not ignoring the enormous success of Napier’s edition, Haydn
was first contacted by George Thomson in 1799 to provide him with arrangements.
Before, from 1793 on, Thomson collaborated already with Pleyel (1757-1831) and
with Kozeluch (1747-1818). Haydn wrote arrangements for Thomson until 1804. In
concurrence to Thomson, he also cooperated with William Whyte (ca1771-ca1858), a
third editor of Scottish folksongs. While the contact between Haydn and Thomson is
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well documented4, there is little known about the relationship between Haydn and
Whyte.
Today all the 429 folksong arrangements are published in the “HaydnGesamtausgabe, XXXII” of the Cologne Haydn Institute.
vol. XXXII/1:1-100

Schottische Lieder für William Napier, Karl Geiringer
(Ed.), Henle, Munich 1961

All the other arrangements have been published between 2000 and 2005.
vol. XXXII/2:101-150

Schottische Lieder für William Napier, Andreas
Friesenhagen (Ed.), Henle, Munich 2001

vol. XXXII/3:151-268

Schottische Lieder für George Thomson, Marjorie Rycroft
et al. (Ed.), Henle, Munich 2001

vol. XXXII/4:269-364

Schottische Lieder für George Thomson, Marjorie Rycroft
et al. (Ed.), Henle, Munich 2004

vol. XXXII/5:365-429

Schottische Lieder für William Napier, Andreas
Friesenhagen, Egbert Hiller (Ed.), Henle, Munich 2005

Haydn‘s “raw material”. Nanny O
In the following lines we will introduce the Scottish song My Nanny O and compare it
with a typical song of Haydn’s native country. After the description of Haydn’s
instrumentation we will look at some arrangements of My Nanny O. Haydn’s four
arrangements of My Nanny O are ideally suited for introducing this new genre that he
was confronted to late in his late career. The original song has been published in the
first volume of the Scots Musical Museum (SMM), the most important collection of
Scottish songs, edited in six volumes between 1787 and 1803. My Nanny O was
published at least in three earlier collections and probably for the first time ca1726.
The text of variant below was written by the famous Scottish poet and song writer
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Robert Burns (1759-1796). He provided the major part of the song texts for the SMM,
as the original texts often were considered to be too unsophisticated for publication.

Figure 1 – My Nanny O with melodic structure
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When it comes to the music of the Scottish songs, the following characteristics can
be emphasized with the help of the example of My Nanny O: The songs are long and
have symmetrical structures (8 phrases)! The number of different phrases of My
Nanny O is 6, and it has immense range of a 13th. Large intervals, both ascending
and descending mark the melodic line of My Nanny O with a typical ascending minor
sixth at the end of phrases C1 and F and in the bars 9/10 and 13 and furthermore the
descending 5th and octaves at the end of the phrases B, D and F. In addition to the
large intervals comes an considerable range of a thirteenth that cannot be mastered
by an amateur singer. Scottish songs very often change to the high register during
the second part (at the beginning of phrase F). In the songs of Central Europe this
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phenomenon is called “Metatyp”.6 Typical song incipits: a part of songs are beginning
with a -5/17 pattern, with the fifth degree as upbeat. This model is also very common
to central European songs and occurs especially in faster melodies. Less common,
i. e. more distinctive Scottish, are beginnings of songs in slow movement with three
steps up or down, followed by a larger skip or a change of the melodic line, whether
by step or by skip. These figures can be found inside the songs as well.8 A lot of the
songs of Scotland are more developed and sophisticated with a majority being
completely diatonic with scales of seven and more tones. Scottish tunes have diverse
tonalities from pentatonic to modal scales9. Typical Scottish songs are those with
pending tonalities between major and minor, respectively between other scales, as
we can see here in the example of My Nanny O. The phrases A/D & F are in c-minor
(c-minor can be considered as the main tonality of the song), whereas the phrases
B/C1/E & C2 tend to Eb-major. Another attribute of Scottish songs are dotted
rhythms. In this song they occur more sparsely. The scots snap, this “very life-blood
of Scots musical rhythm”10 consists in an inverted dotted rhythm with the shorter
semiquaver first. It appears in bar 13.
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On the other hand the songs Haydn grown up with in his east Austrian homeland
were quiet different. In his music we often can hear this Central European folksong
tradition. Das Sauschneiderlied is a typical song of Central Europe and has six short
asymmetric phrases. The number of different phrases is 3 with a range of a 7th.
Without this upbeat, the range would be only a 4th. This typical song from Central
Europe begins with an archetypal upbeat D-G and has a diatonic five tone scale
(degrees 1-5 in G-Major), without being a pentatonic song because of the occurrence
of the semitone step b-c. The sixth and seventh degrees are missing. The
Sauschneiderlied has been arranged to a Capriccio with variations for piano by
Haydn.11

Figure 2 – Das Sauschneiderlied

The song models that Haydn arranged for the Scottish publishers differed not only
melodically but also formally from what he was familiar with. Haydn often had to
transfer modal songs into tonal compositions. After having arranged hundreds of
songs, he got exhausted and mentioned in a letter to Thomson that he was tired of
arranging further songs he didn’t like and which always remained strange to his
musical feeling12, although after a while he accepted to pursue his collaboration with
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Thomson, which in addition not only brought him honour within the Scottish
population, but also was a quite lucrative affair for him. Despite his precarious health
at the age of seventy, his sense of business was unbroken and so he asked several
times his apprentice Sigismund Neukomm (1778-1858) for assistance.13

The instrumentation
While the arrangements for Napier were accompanied by a violin and a basso
continuo, those for Thomson and Whyte were additionally enforced by a violoncello;
but the main instrument remained always the piano. However it was never stated that
the string parts could be leaved out. They not only doubled the right and the left
hand, but also could play some independent traits. The instrumentation is equivalent
to the keyboard trio, a typical genre of the Viennese classical period that Haydn rised
to a first zenith. He composed 29 trios from the late 1760 years to 1797. However the
denomination folksong arrangements with keyboard trio would be inadequate: At the
end of the 18th century music playing in Scotland was quiet different to the traditions
of today. Wind instrument with the exception of recorder and flute and percussion
were performed generally by professional musicians, while string and keyboard
instruments were played by amateur musicians. Furthermore men preferred recorder,
flute, the Scottish fiddle, which became very popular in Scotland during this time14, or
the violoncello. Female players tended to the piano. This tradition reflects perfectly a
societal situation with men leaving their home in the morning and coming together for
making music collectively in the evening and women staying alone at home and
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playing piano. In this sense and because of playing music alone, women played
instruments able to produce harmonies and men, meeting in groups of amateur
musicians, played monodic instruments15. The instrumentation of the folksong
arrangements is indeed equal to the keyboard trio; however it must be seen under a
regional and sociological viewpoint and not under the perspective of genre. The
keyboard trio should be considered only as an instrumental “template” for the
arrangements. In addition to the bagpipe the violin (better known as fiddle) can be
considered as a fundamental instrument in folk music. As a matter of fact piano and
cello being also played by amateurs, it seemed obvious for the publishers to ask
Haydn to arrange for these popular instruments in the Scotland music life.
Concerning the composition of the instruments we know from a query from Thomson
to Hummel, a later collaborator of the Scottish publisher to arrange for violin or flute,
cello and pianoforte.16 Yet we have no proofs if Thomson solicited Haydn also to
arrange for this combination.

The Music of Haydn’s arrangements
Among the 429 melodies Haydn wrote for Scottish publishers as many as 73 were
arranged twice or more. My Nanny O actually was arranged four times.
JHW XXXII/

Ordered by

1st Publication

1:37

William Napier

1792

3:199

George Thomson

4:317

George Thomson

5:381

William Whyte

1805
1803 composed, but not
published by Thomson
1806 (cf at the end of the article)

Figure 3 – Publishers and first publications of My Nanny O
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When it comes to music, we should opt for an example that exemplifies the typical
style of Haydn, i. e. the arrangement for William Whyte. The notation of the score
sums up Haydn’s practice: The violin is conceived as a counterpart to the voice and
benefits from a certain independence of the right hand. It could be leaved out; but in
this case the composition would loose musical substance, but would still remain
playable. The keyboard is the main accompanying instrument and is positioned as
usual directly under the voice part. The violoncello assumes the role of an amplifier of
the left hand – the sound of keyboard basses of the time of Haydn being less
voluminous than those of a concert grand of today. We can observe that the
violoncello doubles the lowest part of the left hand. In some arrangements however
Haydn bestows on the cello a more independent part. Beethoven, who also arranged
about 150 songs for Thomson, chooses a different order with the string instruments
above the vocal part(s) and the piano below. Compared to Haydn he conceives the
strings as a counterbalance to the keyboard with an autonomous cello part. 17 Usually
Haydn’s piano score does not exceed three parts, except in homophone passages,
i. e. in chords or in slower progressions as seen in the last few measures. The voice
is always doubled, be it by the right hand, as usual, or the violin, or by both. In My
Nanny O Haydn maintains his acquired habit in doubling it in large passages by the
right hand and in juxtaposing the violin at the end of the vocal part. He economizes
on dynamics, which in this example seem to be forgotten completely. But dynamics
are performed between the lines and often in relation to the textual statements. The
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information about the song text and instrumental parts, the so-called “symphonies” 18
also arise from Thomson’s letter to Hummel: Haydn and the other arrangers had no
idea of the text, because melodies were sent without text, except some explications
about its content. The “symphonies” should be six to eight bars long – in reality
Haydn’s ritornellos are somewhat shorter.19 However Thomson was not at the origin
to bring out songs with instrumental parts. Shortly before, the Italian-born musician
Domenico Corri (1746-1825) had also published a song collection for voice and
continuo with introductions and ritornellos.20 The example of My Nanny O gives
indeed a comprehensible insight to this requested formal structure: The introduction
has eight bars, and the ritornello is four bars long. The song incipit is anticipated
during two bars at the very beginning of the arrangement in the right hand – this is a
common attribute of most arrangements. The violin doubles it in the upper octave.
JHW XXXII

Introduction

Ritornello

1:37
3:199
for two vocal parts
4:317

no introduction and ritornello
4 bars

2 bars

8 bars

6 bars

5:381

8 bars

4 bars

Figure 4 – The lengths of the “symphonies” of the four arrangements of My Nanny O

The transition to the vocal part is four bars long and is realised mainly by the dotted
rhythm – a semantic trait of Scottish songs - in reference to the song upbeat,
followed, after a crotchet rest, by a final cadenza. The motivic allusion to the song
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melody is principally more important in the introductions. As a basic principle of
Haydn the ritornello relates seldomly to motivic elements of the precedent melody. In
the ritornello JHW XXXII/5:381 for Whyte’s collection we notice again the occurrence
of the dotted rhythm. The common trait with the arrangements for Thomson is the two
bar anticipation of the melody incipit. In the Whyte arrangement Haydn ascribes less
importance to another distinctive element, the motive of a descending octave
followed by a dotted rhythm and a crotchet at the end of the song.21

JHW XXXII/3:199,
p114 – End of the
indroduction

JHW XXXII/4:317,
p137
End ofmotive
the
Figure
5 – Final
indroduction

JHW XXXII/4:317,
p139 – End of the
ritornello

Figure 5

Haydn refers to this characteristic element of My Nanny O in placing it at the end, i.
e. at exposed positions in the instrumental parts. In the arrangements “playing” with
motives and the imitating short melodic clichés replaces the development of thematic
material in larger and more structured musical artefacts. In contrast to the
arrangements for Thomson and Whyte the “harmonisations”22 for Napier are not
bounded with “symphonies” and has its – less skilful – antecedent inter alia in the
SMM, but here without violin part. The divergent structure and instrumentation also
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implicates a different treatment of the instruments. Most obvious is the voice standing
alone, without being doubled. - It can however be played by the piano player. The
violin part is a mixture of a discreet accompaniment and of a second voice. Both, the
violin and the thinly conceived basso continuo part23, cede the primacy to the voice.

Figure 6

24

Summary
At the beginning of his collaboration with the Scottish editor Thomson we can see
Haydn energetically involved in a new experience which seemed to interest him
strongly. Transferring motives of the original song melody into the instrumental parts
is a proof for a more intensive identification of Haydn with the music of Scottish
songs. This can be observed during the first period of the master’s relationship with
Thomson. After a while however his interest seems to degenerate. Motivic work
evaporates and arrangements become more uniform. Later arrangements for
Thomson and for Whyte point up a more reserved, but a seasoned and self-confident
Haydn, who economises on his talents, but still realises pleasing little compositions
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which were accepted generously by the editors and by Scottish amateur performers,
for whom they where finally planned. Most arrangements remain at a higher artistic
level than those of Pleyel and of Kozeluch, or even Hummel and Weber, but not than
those of Beethoven, which however were often confronted with the objection to be
too difficult for amateur musicians.

We finally observe that musicology has taken little notice of this immensely vast
corpus of Haydn’s oeuvre since 1961 and especially after 2001, when the first
arrangements were published by the Haydn Institute of Cologne in the context of the
Complete Haydn Edition. Audio records of all Scottish songs of Haydn will be
available in the Haydn Year 2009, recorded by the Haydn Trio Eisenstadt25.
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Figure 726
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